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ABSTRACT 

This article probes the consequences of basing post–World War I citizenship regimes on 

the Habsburg imperial network system for the control of mobility, a system known 

among specialists as Heimatrecht or pertinency. To date most of the historiography has 

focused on what this meant for national minorities in nationalizing states, with the most 

important studies thus far looking at the experience of Jews in Austria and Poland. We 

argue that though the national exclusionary tools of postwar pertinency are of undoubted 

importance, a larger, social trauma was experienced through post-Habsburg Europe, one 

that affected far more people and left many facing the consequences of potential 

statelessness. This article focuses on how postwar pertinency affected the worlds of work, 

welfare, and expulsion in the immigrant-rich industrial port town of Fiume, Europe's 

smallest postwar successor state. 

 

 

In November 1918, the Habsburg Monarchy dissolved and about 50 million people found 

themselves without a state. By early 1919, politicians, lawyers, diplomats, business elites, 

and activists at the Paris Peace conference were discussing plans for replacing the 

Habsburg imperial complex with future nation-states.1 At the heart of these negotiations 

was a liberal vision of rights-oriented citizenship. No one in Paris wanted Bolshevik 

councils to serve as the basis for the new states: the dominant dream was to set up 

parliamentary, capitalist, free-market, secular democracies that would protect individual 

rights of citizens, hasten prosperity, and forestall ethnic violence.2 When the first treaties 

creating the post-Habsburg successor states were signed, they outlined how citizenship in 
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the new states would be determined. Two paths were set up for the post-Habsburg lands. 

One focused on “legal local belonging”: individuals—irrespective of ethnic, religious, 

class, or political associations—could achieve citizenship in whatever state formed 

around where they lived by proving they were legally registered there. Minority rights 

clauses were inscribed into most of these constitutions to ensure that locals who obtained 

citizenship this way would not face discrimination if they did not identify with the 

national culture promoted by their new states. The second means of obtaining citizenship 

focused on ethnicity: individuals could “opt” to move to a different, newly forming state 

if they could prove “national belonging” to that successor state. Though it was a far less 

frequent means of obtaining citizenship than the first path, this second path allowed 

voluntary transfer for “optants” to a new nation-state where their citizenship was based 

on how they identified ethnically.3  

As we know, the dream of making ethnically inclusive new states out of the 

Habsburg rubble failed. Historians often attribute that failure to the successor states’ lack 

of interest in championing ethnic and religious minority citizens. Additional blame goes 

to the faulty international mechanisms that were supposed to force these new countries to 

honor the minority rights clauses the Paris Peace Treaties had inscribed in their new 

constitutions.4  

But these histories overlook more fundamental problems with how individual 

rights to successor-state citizenship were conceived, problems stemming from how “legal 

local belonging” was defined. In none of the Paris Peace treaties did legal residency or 

place of birth indicate the right to citizenship. Instead, what gave locals automatic 

citizenship was a little-known Habsburg legal mechanism that, before 1918, communities 
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used to avoid the costs and presence of persons considered socially undesirable. This 

legal category was called Heimatrecht or pertinency. The peace treaties stipulated that 

pertinency holders had automatic rights to citizenship in the state whose geographic 

boundaries included their place of pertinency. Those living in a land where they did not 

hold pertinency had no right to automatic citizenship.  

This article investigates how understandings of the right to receive social benefits, 

to work, and to remain in one’s place of residency when threatened with expulsion orders 

changed when the bureaucratic category of “pertinency” became the cornerstone of 

citizenship. We do so through a case study of the smallest Habsburg successor state, the 

port city Fiume (today Rijeka, Croatia).5 Analysis of the situation in Fiume reveals that 

new citizenship regimes in east-central Europe used Habsburg pertinency mechanisms 

not only to promote ethnic minority disenfranchisement and a more vocal nationalist 

culture: they also used them to ensure that the most socially vulnerable had the hardest 

time claiming the rights associated with state belonging. This article shows how making 

pertinency the pathway to postwar citizenship left far more people – both national 

majorities and national minorities – at risk of becoming stateless than historians have 

acknowledged. 

 

PERTINENCY: WHAT IT WAS AND HOW IT WAS (MIS-) USED TO SHAPE CITIZENSHIP 

To understand how pertinency preordained many of the injustices of successor-state 

citizenship regimes, we must first understand what it was. The word comes from the 

Italian (pertinenza) and was used in English-language versions of some Paris Peace 

treaties.6 Specialists tend to use the German term, Heimatrecht, because in Habsburg 
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times that was the most commonly used word for the category. English-language texts 

often translate Heimatrecht as “local citizenship,” “right of residence,” or “right of 

domicile,” but none of these is accurate. These imprecise terms have been adopted not 

just out of a desire to avoid using foreign words that can alienate readers, but also 

because of the misleading nature of Heimatrecht’s base words, Heimat (home) and recht 

(right). 

In the sixteenth century, when Heimatrecht was first implemented as a system of 

vagrancy control, the words “home” and “right” accurately reflected the system’s logic. 

As Annemarie Steidl explains, Heimatrecht initially established that “the ‘hometown’ 

was responsible for taking care of old-age persons and paupers in instances in which 

there was no private support available.”7 Conversely, it also permitted hometowns to 

expel anyone who could not claim native status. By the mid-nineteenth century, however, 

the qualifications for pertinency had changed: an individual’s pertinency was no longer 

based on place of birth, but on patrilineal lineage and sometimes long-term residency or 

state service.8 So, for example, a male citizen of Habsburg Europe could be born in, say, 

Vienna, and if his father held pertinency elsewhere, say, Prague, he could go to school in 

Vienna, legally reside there, buy property there, marry there, work there, pay taxes there, 

be drafted into the military there, raise a family there, go to hospital there, get a pension 

there, die there, and be buried there, all without holding Viennese Heimatrecht. If his 

father held Prague Heimatrecht, so did he and his wife and children. From the 1880s until 

1918, it was Austrian or Hungarian citizenship, not Heimatrecht, that provided people the 

freedom to live, work, receive welfare, and travel within Habsburg towns and 

countrysides as long as they were not a social burden. All pertinency did was indicate 
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which municipality was responsible for covering the costs and providing haven when 

someone got into financial, legal, or medical trouble and no other payers or options were 

available. 

 Essentially, pertinency was a paternalist control mechanism that communities used to 

deny poor relief and expel people seen as a social burden. If someone without pertinency 

fell on hard times, the place they resided could charge their place of pertinency for the 

costs of aid—as long as those costs were low and the need not chronic. For example, if a 

mother needed to procure a set of eyeglasses for a child but could not afford the cost and 

resided somewhere where she did not hold pertinency, the place of residency sent a bill to 

the place of pertinency to cover the costs.9 But if the costs for the hosting municipality 

were high, the need chronic, or someone was considered dangerous, the individual (and 

their dependent family) could be expelled from their place of residency and escorted to 

wherever they held pertinency. In specialist studies, the expulsion of non-pertinents is 

usually called by its German name Schub (push). It was a routine empire-wide process, 

with thousands ferried, driven, or marched across Habsburg Europe annually. If the trip 

was long, those expelled stayed in special way stations (Schubstationen) until delivered 

by authorities to their place of pertinency.10 The overwhelming majority of people pushed 

out in this way required poor relief.11 Municipalities had to accept the cost of providing 

for anyone registered as pertinent to them, regardless of those people’s character, 

ethnicity, politics, gender, age, loyalty, situation, or desire. 

Whereas Habsburg citizenships guaranteed welfare and domicile rights, the system of 

pertinency meant that no matter how desperate a citizen’s situation, there was a place 

where they could access basic relief. In an empire on the move, pertinency was a boon to 
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municipal governments, protecting them against costs that could come along with an 

influx of migrants. We avoid the misleading German word with its elements of “home” 

and “rights” and use instead the administratively focused English-language word 

“pertinency” to describe a legal system that defined muncipalities’ obligations toward 

individuals in need of welfare or domicile. Feelings of home and an individual’s 

capability of demanding rights had little to do with it. 

The relationship of Habsburg pertinency to citizenship requires a bit more 

clarification, however. The 1811 Habsburg Civil Code began a gradual process of 

standardizing and codifying legal rights that culminated in constitutions where all 

remaining restrictions based on estate, birth, and status were lifted (though those based on 

sex remained).12 By the 1860s, citizens had freedom of movement throughout the empire, 

which was especially important for those eager to seek employment in growing cities.13 

In 1867, the Austrian Empire became the dual state Austria-Hungary, and by the late 

1870s citizenship was divided, with people in the lands represented in the Viennese 

imperial parliament classified as Austrian citizens and those living in regions ruled by the 

royal parliament in Budapest as Hungarian citizens.14 The two parts of the Habsburg 

Monarchy had different constitutions, laws, administrative systems, and rights regimes. 

Despite their shared monarch, currency, military, and foreign affairs office, Austrian 

citizens were foreigners in Hungary, and vice versa. 

Pertinency was another element that tied the two Habsburg citizenship regimes 

together. Anyone living somewhere in Habsburg Europe where they did not hold 

pertinency—a considerable portion of the population—lived there conditionally. Their 

right to stay was dependent on their economic and political situation. This worked 
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because everyone was required to be pertinent somewhere, so there was always a place 

responsible for their social welfare. Children’s pertinency was determined by their 

fathers’ pertinency, their unwed mothers’ pertinency, or the place they were abandoned 

or orphaned. Wives had to take their husbands’ pertinency upon marriage. Only Austrian 

citizens could hold pertinency in Austria, and only Hungarian citizens could hold 

pertinency in Hungary.15 Applicants for Austrian or Hungarian citizenship had to prove 

that, if granted citizenship, a municipality would give them pertinency. Thus pertinency 

undergirded both of the Habsburg Monarchy’s two citizenship regimes.  

In the abstract, the post-1918 Paris Peace Treaties’ substitution of pertinency for 

dissolved Habsburg citizenship seems reasonable. In the absence of Habsburg Austrian 

and Hungarian citizenships, a locally anchored and omnipresent accountability regime 

seemed like the perfect structure on which to build smaller states with smaller 

citizenships. It was particularly appealing to those who wanted to ensure that the roughly 

one million World War I Habsburg refugees would not be considered citizens of 

wherever they had ended up. Pertinency promised that those refugees would be 

considered citizens of the lands they had been forced to leave.16 But pertinency also 

appealed to those worried that equating the successor states with nation-states held 

considerable potential for ethnic exclusions and violence. Since Habsburg pertinency 

rights did not rest on ethnicity, language use, or religion, using it to determine citizenship 

seemed to guarantee that minority nationals would have rights in the nation-states 

forming around them. The minority rights clauses imposed on many successor states 

assumed that citizenship extended to all peoples in the lands governed by the new nation-

states, not simply the majority nationals the states hoped to represent.17 A pertinency-
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based postwar citizenship regime in which everyone legally belonged somewhere seemed 

to ensure that everyone would have citizenship in a country they had ties to, and no one 

would be stateless. 

Unfortunately, what made sense in the abstract could not be realized in lived 

terms, because pertinency often had little or no relation to an individual’s actual 

connections to community, home, birthplace, or residency. It was a network system for 

basic welfare responsibilities that was deeply tied to predictions of population mobility 

within a shared imperial space.18 It was about stabilizing peoples’ connections to places 

regardless of how much they or their families moved. Every citizen of Habsburg Austria 

and Hungary held a pertinency so that migrant workers would always have a “home 

community” that was accountable for them, no matter how far away a large railway 

network took them from farms to factories, to workshops, and to ports in search of work. 

As Sylvia Hahn has beautifully shown, at the core of any history of foreignness and 

migration stands “a history of work.”19 Pertinency reduced communities’ fear of outsiders 

seeking employment; it meant that modern, industrialized employment hubs did not have 

to provide welfare to those flooding into its boarding houses. “Outsiders” remained 

outsiders regardless of how indispensable they were to the day-to-day life of a 

community. This system was relatively sustainable because it operated in a large imperial 

space, Europe’s biggest single free-trade region. When the empire fell apart, however, 

this space was fragmented into smaller economic and political units. This was the context 

in which local communities had to decide what to do with the non-pertinent insider-

outsiders whose arrival had been facilitated by the economic insurances of the imperial 

pertinency system. 
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Habsburg citizens were not immediately worried about what would become of 

pertinency after the monarchy dissolved because the war had significantly undermined 

pertinency’s relevance. As historian Doina Anca Cretu points out, the refugee crisis 

triggered a flood of on-site “reactive assistance” measures that completely sidelined prior 

pertinency procedures, like refugee camps and aid stations.20 Rebekah Klein-Pejšová has 

shown that international relief groups and citizenship regulations, not pertinency 

designations, determined how and whether refugees received aid.21 Tara Zahra has 

revealed how provincial nationalist associations accumulated power by co-opting 

programs sponsored by the newly created Austrian Ministry of Welfare and how they 

considered national affiliations, not pertinency, the most important classifications for 

securing aid.22 Claire Morelon has emphasized how charity associations provided 

soldiers, veterans, and widows with much of the welfare relief they sought.23 And Rudolf 

Kučera and others have shown that wartime rationing depended heavily on residency 

documents, employment networks, and grassroots volunteer groups to procure all the 

subsidies, bread cards, and clothing donations necessary to combat inflation, hunger, 

cold, and millions of peoples’ sudden fall into wartime poverty.24 Before the war, 

pertinency would have covered these basic needs. During the war, poverty, homelessness, 

hunger, and ill health affected the Habsburg world en masse and the pertinency system 

became ever less relevant for peoples’ day-to-day survival.25  

But the bigger problem with pertinency as a model for successor-state citizenship 

was that few realized how much the new states could exploit it to limit access to 

guaranteed rights. Habsburg citizens often did not know that they were not pertinents 

where they lived and thus that they were at risk of being denied postwar citizenship. 
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Many people were wholly unaware of their pertinency status because they had never had 

cause to use a system that was set up mostly for (and against) the poor. Why bother 

finding out if you had it or collecting the paperwork required to assert its privileges if you 

did not need it?26 Wartime aid experiences just compounded the existing lack of 

pertinency awareness. 

This widespread ignorance regarding pertinency status was also a consequence of 

legal complexity. No single law defined how to change pertinency when one changed 

residency. In nineteenth-century Austria, changing one’s pertinency was nearly 

impossible unless you were affluent or practiced a desirable profession. This meant that 

in Austrian employment hubs more than 60 percent of residents were non-pertinents.27 

Thanks largely to pressure from workers’ movements, at the turn of the twentieth century 

access to pertinency where one actually lived became easier in Austria, requiring ten 

years’ residency and proof of good moral-political behavior.28 But it was still not 

automatic; it required a willingness to deal with bureaucracy and the ability to pay 

processing fees. In Hungary, on the other hand, by the 1870s the government had 

rendered pertinency almost automatic. After two or four years of permanent residency 

and payment of local taxes (depending on the amount of taxes paid or profession), a 

Hungarian citizen living in a Hungarian town was automatically considered pertinent to 

that town. In autonomous, Hungarian-controlled Croatia-Slavonia, however, the rules 

were completely different. It did not matter how long you lived anywhere; Croatian 

pertinency was available only upon petition and the requirements were such that few 

acquired it unless local elites wanted them to have it.29 Because newly annexed Bosnia 

was jointly administered by Austria and Hungary after 1908, two different pertinency 
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regimes intersected in one space, creating an even more complicated legal patchwork.30 

Finally, in the semiautonomous, Hungarian-controlled port city of Fiume, applicants had 

to pay a fee and prove economic independence, good moral-political behavior, and stable 

residency of two or five years, depending on income and profession.31  

During the Habsburg period, the loopholes of this complex set of arrangements 

left vulnerable only those who actually depended on pertinency for aid. In post-Habsburg 

lands, however, the loopholes were now gaping chasms that left millions without the 

ability to claim citizenship where they lived because they lacked pertinency documents. 

And so, in the first years after the war, the states in formation had a novel, if sinister, way 

to prevent unwanted individuals from obtaining citizenship: states could simply enforce 

pre-existing pertinecy rules and deny new pertinency applications.32 Across post-

Habsburg Europe, local administrators now could decide—based on whatever priorities 

they held dear—whether or not they wanted to make allowances when processing the 

onslaught of new pertinency applications. 

Understandably, attention to how Habsburg pertinency affected postwar Europe 

has followed Hannah Arendt’s arguments about the vulnerability of the stateless, 

especially refugees and Jews. Important work investigating how local administrative 

offices rejected the pertinency petitions of non-pertinent Jews in Austria, Romania, and 

Poland; non-pertinent German-speakers in Czechoslovakia, Italy, and the Kingdom of 

Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes; non-pertinent Slovenian- and Croatian- speakers in Italy and 

Austria; non-pertinent Hungarian-speakers in Czechoslovakia, Austria, Romania, and the 

Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes; and non-pertinent Roma everywhere 
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demonstrates that exclusionary, racist, and violent minority politics were already in place 

well before Hitler took power.33 

In studying how post-Habsburg governments transformed imperial pertinency’s 

ethnic inclusiveness regarding “state identification” into a tool of ethnic-national 

exclusion, scholars such as Carole Fink, Aristide Zolberg, Ulrike von Hirschhausen, and 

Giovanni Motta have focused on the unwanted, the refugees and linguistic and 

confessional minorities victimized by successor states manipulating the postwar 

pertinency rules to support nationalist policies.34 Though these “non-national, non-

pertinents” received less attention from contemporary international organizations than did 

Russian, Armenian, Turkish, and Greek refugees after World War I, many were just as 

stateless.35 The League of Nations offered no help because the non-pertinents’ lack of 

status was not technically caused by war or revolution.36 They were victims of a 

bureaucratic loophole created by regime transfer. In fact, many non-pertinents continued 

to live where they always had. They were at home—they just lacked any rights or 

protection. Most histories of newly stateless non-pertinent non-nationals have focused on 

Jewish residents of postwar Austria, a story whose significance for what was to come is 

great indeed.37 

This focus on those non-pertinents who fell victim to post-1918 nationalist 

campaigns is understandable, but it misses key issues that reveal why citizenship in the 

immediate post-Habsburg period was so problematic. This article investigates the 

consequences of founding new citizenship regimes on a system wholly unlike the two 

most common bases for citizenship in Europe—jus soli (right of birthplace) or jus 

sanguinis (right of blood). How did welfare function when the vast empire that 
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administered pertinency disappeared and employment hubs had fewer resources to deal 

with people in need? How did limiting citizenship to those with pertinency affect workers 

when as much as 60 percent of a municipality was not pertinent? And how would 

communities control who was in and out of their body politic if the expulsion system was 

short-circuited?  

This article adds to the history of how postwar pertinency mechanisms stripped 

“national unwanteds” of rights by examining what happened to local administration and 

to non-pertinent inhabitants (wanted and unwanted) when the empire-wide system ended. 

We analzye what happened when Habsburg pertinency had to function without imperial 

resources and with populations whose linguistic and ethnic diversity was the result of the 

very mobility pertinency had facilitated. In Fiume—the booming prewar hub that was 

briefly Habsburg Europe’s smallest successor state—all these elements came to the fore 

immediately. 

 

Habsburg Fiume: Where Prewar Pertinency Built a Hub 

As in so much of the world at the turn of the twentieth century, migration affected every 

aspect of life in the Habsburg Monarchy. While many migrants left Europe entirely, three 

times as many migrated internally, from countryside to town, from the agricultural sector 

to the manufacturing and service sectors.38 This kind of employment movement happened 

everywhere in Europe. What makes the Habsburg story different, however, is that this 

inner migration meant an explosion in the number of people living without pertinency. 

Since these non-pertinents were migrating domestically, they maintained their rights of 

citizenship at the state level, but they and their offspring were bureaucratic outsiders in 
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their new homes. The mobile Hungarians were an exception: if they stayed in Hungary 

and landed on their feet and paid their taxes, ideally within four years their pertinency 

designation would be updated to their new place of domicile, whether they requested it or 

not. For the rest of the empire, however, being a longtime local and being pertinent were 

not synonymous.  

The towns with the most marked imbalance between non-pertinents and pertinents 

were not the largest Habsburg cities; they were the midsize towns, especially employment 

hubs situated along the empire’s expanding railway lines.39 In 1910, in the big Habsburg 

Austrian cities, the percentage of non-pertinent residents hovered around 50%, while in 

the same year, in employment hubs with populations under 50,000—like Innsbruck 

(today in Austria), Maribor (today in Slovenia), and Bolzano (today in Italy)—the 

percentage of non pertinents was closer to 60%. Maribor had the empire’s highest 

percentage at 72.5 %, a figure reflecting how the empire’s excellent railway network 

transported migrants in search of employment from Austrian and Hungarian countrysides 

to the town.40  

The Hungarian-controlled industrial port-town Fiume replicated these figures for 

many of the same reasons. A third-tier port in the northeastern Adriatic for the first part of 

the nineteenth century, after 1867 Fiume was rebranded the Kingdom of Hungary’s 

maritime “jewel,” in the hopes that it would rival Austrian-controlled Trieste. Heavy state 

investment transformed Fiume into an industrial entrepôt connecting the Hungarian 

hinterland to the global trade that crowded the Mediterranean after the opening of the 

Suez Canal. Budapest investors and statesmen—aided by eager Fiume elites—expanded 

and modernized the city’s port and built railway lines connecting it to European markets. 
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Tariff incentives brought factories to Fiume’s riverside; government contracts lured 

international firms to the city center. As James Callaway points out, “[t]o Budapest, any 

trade that traveled through Fiume was good trade.”41 

By the 1890s, Fiume had changed almost beyond recognition. The 1893 Austrian-

Hungarian Monarchy in Words and Images described the city’s boomtown atmosphere: 

“Fiumians live off commerce, navigation, industry, and fishing… Especially the great 

factories and colossal industrial plants, generously supported by the State, contribute to 

the prosperity of the lower classes.”42 These “lower classes” were mostly “pulled into” 

Fiume by state-subsidized building and manufacturing.43 In 1890, the census reported 

29,494 individuals living in Fiume. By 1910, the city was 68% more populous, with 

49,806 residents.44 The new arrivals came from all over the Habsburg Empire and 

beyond, with Fiume’s body politic replicating the multinational qualities we expect from 

Habsburg Europe. In 1910, 49% of Fiume city-dwellers declared their mother-tongue 

Italian, 26% Croatian, 13% Hungarian, 5% Slovenian, 5% German, and 2% an 

amalgamation of other tongues. Fiume was not just filled with many mother-tongues; it 

was also populated by polyglots, with most locals reporting they felt comfortable 

speaking multiple languages.45 Confessionally, there was a distinct majority, with 92% 

baptized Roman Catholics. However, Fiume’s Sephardic, Ashkenazi, Christian Orthodox, 

and Protestant communities flourished alongside their Catholic neighbors, neither hidden 

nor marginalized.46 Overall, Fiume was a typical bustling medium-size multilingual 

Habsburg boomtown. 

The last census before WWI showed that of about 50,000 Fiume residents, around 34% 

were pertinents and the other 66% held conditional status.47 While the ratio of Fiume’s 
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pertinents to non-pertinents was unexceptional, two things set it apart. First, Fiume was a 

maritime port on the border between Habsburg Austria and Habsburg Hungary, giving it a 

particularly wide array of citizenship and pertinency regimes. Much of Fiume’s growth 

was fed by the Austrian countryside around Trieste and in Istria, Dalmatia, the Kvarner 

islands, Carniola, Carinthia, and Styria; the Hungarian-Croatian countrysides surrounding 

Sušak, Bakar, Senj, Gorski Kotar, and Lika; and the Italian regions of Friuli and Veneto. 

Not only was 66% of the city’s population non-pertinent, over 70% of these non-

pertinents were not Hungarian citizens.48 Almost all came from nearby Austrian-held 

lands, which meant they would have to obtain Hungarian citizenship before they could 

apply for pertinency. Even Hungarian citizens had a difficult road to pertinency because 

Fiume’s procedures differed from those in mainland Hungary. Few bothered to apply, 

either because they did not anticipate that pertinency would be relevant or because they 

incorrectly assumed that it was transferred automatically, as in Hungary. 

The second exceptional aspect of Fiume pertinency was how much autonomy the 

city had over it. Fiume was the only city in the empire that set its own pertinency rules. 

This rule-making exception was a perk of its strange position as corpus separatum within 

Habsburg Hungary’s Crown of Saint Stephen.49 As Ljubinka Toševa Karpowicz 

insightfully puts it, corpus separatum Fiume wielded its semiautonomy in hopes of 

consolidating itself as a “closed commercial state.”50 The “closed commercial state” 

philosophy was not about keeping people from pertinency, but choosing which people to 

give it to. Fiume pertinency requirements were not much stricter than other Habsburg 

lands. It required just one more year of stable residency than the rest of Hungary, and its 

residents could apply for pertinency five years sooner than those of Austria and Croatia-
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Slavonia.51 What opened the doors of Fiume pertinency was capital—whether social, 

technical, or, economic. After just two years of uninterrupted residency, wealthy 

applicants with assets in the city could be fast-tracked for pertinency. Running a 

successful commercial enterprise, owning long-distance ships, or having a profession 

requiring significant education (doctor, lawyer, pharmacist, engineer) made Fiume 

pertinency easily obtainable. Religious and national affiliations were not prerequisites – 

applicants were not even asked about them. What mattered was money, commercial 

networks, and administrators’ assessment of “good moral-political” behavior. 

That Fiume’s pertinency regime favored the wealthy did not mean unwealthy non-

pertinents faced obstacles. Just like other parts of commercially-oriented Habsburg 

Europe, Fiume needed workers and encouraged them to make a life in its hub.52 In fact, 

pertinency probably neutralized some of the xenophobia that extreme work migration 

patterns often produce. Non-pertinents were legal and participated in public life.53 

Meanwhile, insiders (especially wealthy ones) were assured that non-pertinents had no 

voice in the political inner workings of the city and did not threaten the city’s fiscal 

soundness. To obtain permission to reside and work legally, non-pertinents just had to go 

to the police station and register proof of a permanent address. Both pertinents and non-

pertinents paid taxes in Fiume. Children of non-pertinents attended the city’s schools free 

of charge. Pertinency or its lack did not affect salaries, pensions, subsidies, ration cards, 

or wartime protections.54 In short, corpus separatum Fiume used pertinency to promote 

its liberal, capitalist, merchant-state agenda: immigrants were included, while the 

political and financial risks of that inclusion were contained.  
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POSTWAR FIUME: WHERE PERTINENCY HELPED TURN MULTINATIONAL NATIONAL 

Throughout the autumn of 1918, as the Habsburg Monarchy’s bureaucracy and army 

gradually collapsed, Fiumians responded much as people elsewhere in the empire did. 

Locals formed provisional governmental councils and leaders called for the formation of 

new states based on either national or socialist ideologies.55 Internationally, Italy and the 

Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes fought over Fiume, each defining it as a 

“natural” part of their expanding national territories. In hopes of neutralizing this 

situation until diplomats in Paris decided who would be awarded Fiume, Inter-Allied 

(Italian, French, British, and American) troops were sent to Fiume.56 The troops 

immediately replaced the Habsburg-Hungarian administration with a locally formed 

Italian National Council – not the Slovene-Croat-Serb one that had previously claimed 

the right to rule.57 The city remained under Inter-Allied supervision for almost a year, 

until, in September 1919, the Italian nationalist poet-soldier Gabriele D’Annunzio led a 

paramilitary band of Italian veterans and nationalists to Fiume to claim it for Italy. 

D’Annunzio and his followers supplanted the Inter-Allied troops, but the Italian National 

Council still administered day-to-day life.58 By January 1921, D’Annunzio had been 

defeated and the “Fiume Crisis” was resolved by an Italo-Serb-Croat-Slovene agreement 

that upgraded Fiume’s corpus separatum status to full independence.59 More an unhappy 

compromise than a solution, Fiume became a Mediterranean Danzig/Gdańsk, an 

independent city-state set between antagonistic nation-states. 

The Italian National Council that administered Fiume from 1918 to 1920 had 

dedicated tremendous energy to avoiding this fate: its guiding mission was to enable 

Fiume’s annexation to Italy. The best way to achieve this, the Council thought, was to 
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dispel any impression that the city was a typical multinational Habsburg Babylon. The 

game was on to rebrand Fiume as the “most Italian of towns,” one whose rights to self-

determination demanded that Great Power diplomats give the city to Italy. Censuses were 

distorted; nationalist propaganda flooded newspapers and telegraph wires; language laws 

were changed; Italian flags waved; and one parade after another celebrated how Italian 

the city was and always would be. As was the case in most of post-Habsburg Europe, 

Fiume’s Italian nationalists also looked to their pertinency regime to help Italianize their 

body politic.  

When the Dual Monarchy dissolved in October 1918, Fiume’s Italian National 

Council had not proclaimed all legal residents “citizens” of Fiume. Just as was the case 

almost everywhere, the provisional government continued using the category of 

“pertinency,” but now pertinency supplanted Habsburg Hungarian citizenship instead of 

undergirding it. In April 1919, Fiume’s government “decreed the obligation of Fiume 

pertinency in place of Hungarian citizenship.”60 Pertinency now determined who could 

obtain state services, subsidies, pensions, work, and equal treatment before the law. 

Anyone without it had to try to survive at the discretion of the Fiume municipality that 

now functioned as a state. 

Replacing citizenship with pertinency was not straightforward. For one thing, as 

we have seen, only 34 percent of Fiume’s inhabitants held pertinency. And since prior 

pertinency rules had not prioritized national affiliation, many of the city’s pertinents did 

not identify as Italian, which was problematic for the Italian National Council’s aims. 

This was especially true of Fiume’s state employees, many of whom were from the 

Kingdom of Hungary. To resolve these problems, the Italian National Council did what 
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almost all the post-Habsburg National Councils did: they recast pertinency by expanding 

it while simultaneously nationalizing it, or in this case Italianizing it. 

One way to eradicate traces of Fiume’s Habsburg past was to revoke pertinency 

from those who had gained it by serving the pre-1918 government, a tactic used 

everywhere in post-Habsburg Europe. In August 1919, Fiume officials introduced the 

concept of “transitory pertinency,” which meant that “all employees and personnel of the 

former Hungarian Government whose service was not reconfirmed by the [Italian] 

National Council” no longer had Fiume pertinency.61 Judges, administrators, bureaucrats, 

railway employees, port staff, and others hired by the prior government would lose 

pertinency (and their jobs) unless they convinced the Italian National Council to rehire 

them. For these former state employees and other Fiume residents, the new reality was 

that pertinency based on employment was transitory, while pertinency based on “being 

Fiumian” was forever.  

At the same time, Fiume’s government was opening up pertinency to many locals 

who supported the Italian National Council’s political agenda. Fiume administrators 

instituted essentially the same pertinency regime as before, but with fewer obstacles and 

some new priorities. The new rules retained the requirements for five years’ stable 

residency and a good moral-political record but revoked the need for Hungarian 

citizenship and many of the financial requirements, thus making many more non-

pertinents eligible, including many more Italian speakers, particularly former Austrian 

citizens from Trieste, Istria, and Dalmatia. Everyone still needed to apply (and provide 

the necessary paperwork), though application fees were waived for low-income 

candidates. But as was true almost everywhere in post-Habsburg Europe, the provisional 
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government still had final say over who was in and who out. Nothing was automatic; 

everything was discretionary. 

These changes transformed the content and tone of post-1918 pertinency requests. 

Before 1918, petitioners made no mention of their personal or national affiliations. After 

1918, all of them did. Everyone knew pertinency was for locals and preferably Italian 

nationals, and petitioners now worked hard to prove they belonged to either or both 

categories. 

Before 1918, Habsburg bureaucratic processes did not question or consider 

emotional reasons for pertinency. Afterward, almost every petition included a sentence or 

two underscoring that Fiume was the applicant’s home. Druggist Federico Pfeffinger 

emphasized that though born in Trieste, he had lived in Fiume for over thirty years—

since his “tender infancy”— and that Fiume was his “true and only patria, because its 

ways and customs corresponded to my own.”62 Pfeffinger added that he assumed he held 

pertinency in Mödling (in today’s Lower Austria), but “had never bothered to check.”63 

Sea captain Stefano Peterdi did not just point out that he had lived in Fiume for forty 

years and “formed family and raised children” there; he also emphasized that with 

Habsburg Hungary dissolved he would be “without a patria and without a real domicile” 

unless Fiume accepted him.64 Widowed postal worker Anna Turk expressed annoyance 

when applying for pertinency for herself, her schoolteacher daughter, and her underage 

son, as she and her deceased husband had been born and lived their entire lives in Fiume, 

and she had “never doubted that it [her pertinency] was in order.”65 These applications 

and hundreds more like them contained a message that would have fallen on deaf ears 

before 1918: pertinency to Fiume should be awarded because it was where applicants felt 
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at home. Once a document to secure poor relief, pertinency was now about culture, 

feeling, and having nowhere else to go. 

Another new feature of post-1918 pertinency petitions was national loyalty. Under 

the Habsburgs, national affiliations were not considered in pertinency applications.66 

After 1918, they were. When applicants mentioned anything about their national 

identification, they stressed that they spoke Italian, felt Italian, or wanted to be part of 

Italy. Trieste-born Ugo Pick—who worked at Fiume’s Rations Office and held pertinency 

in Náchod (in today’s Czech Republic, formerly Austrian Bohemia)—emphasized that he 

had “always nurtured sincere Italian sentiments.”67 Painter Matteo Selko—registered 

pertinent in Šmihel pod Nanosom (in today’s Slovenia; formerly Austrian Carniola)—did 

not just point out that he was Fiumian born, educated, and raised and had fought in 

Fiume’s military regiment: he also mentioned his love “for the Italian language.”68 

Widow and store owner Adele Lichter née Rossi emphasized that she lost Fiumian 

pertinency when she married her deceased husband and that she wanted “to belong again 

to the cultivated and gentle Italian city that saw me born.”69 After waiting six months for 

his pertinency application to be approved, Fiume-born clerk Stefano Bursich—pertinent 

in Pula (in today’s Croatia; formerly Austrian Istria)—wrote the local government to 

underscore that he “had never professed ideas against his Patria [sic], Italy” and he 

“promised a priori that I would never do it.”70 As Bursich hoped, within a few weeks the 

Italian National Council informed him his pertinency documents had been approved.  

Bursich knew what everyone in Fiume knew: the Italian National Council was 

committed to annexation to Italy and was using the pertinency regime to consolidate its 

power and make Fiume sound, feel, and look more Italian. No pertinency application 
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listed any language other than Italian, though many who applied and were granted 

pertinency spoke other tongues and thought of themselves as members of other national 

groups. Police were regularly consulted on pertinency applications to ensure that those 

actively working against annexation to Italy were blocked. Members of the Italian 

National Council often noted their endorsement or veto on applications, but official 

rejections rarely explained the outcome. Much more common was what happened to 

Fiume native Amato Puhar—who held pertinency in Kastav (in today’s Croatia; formerly 

Austrian Istria): his application was ignored “while hundreds and hundreds of other such 

applications were approved.”71 The government wanted people who shared its nationalist 

agenda. Everyone else could wait, leave, or be denied. 

  So far, Fiume’s pertinency regime seems like what we already know: before 

successor states were formalized, pertinency was the first step in nationalizing belonging. 

But the narrative too often stops here, functioning as the preamble to a linear story of 

successor states trying to denaturalize national minorities before being forced to accept 

minority rights clauses. This is an important element of the post-1918 pertinency story, 

but it tells us little about how pertinency affected people’s day-to-day lives. In Fiume 

alone, tens of thousands of people – rich, poor, and everything in between – were newly 

vulnerable. A deep dive into how the post-imperial pertinency regime affected welfare, 

work, and expulsion offers a glimpse of how all kinds of people, not just those considered 

national minorities, were affected.  

 

WELFARE: HOW PERTINENCY MADE LOCALS MORE VULNERABLE THAN EVER 
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In the immediate postwar years, paralyzed consumer markets, spiraling inflation, 

currency crises, and a maritime blockade damaged the Fiume economy.72 As in the rest of 

Europe, the state’s ability to help people obtain enough food and money to tread water 

until peace settled in and jobs (hopefully) returned was crucial.73 In Great Britain, France, 

and Italy, these demands mobilized ever greater numbers of people into political 

activism; in the lands of the former Habsburg Monarchy, a prior question had to be 

addresssed: was there a state at all?74 And if so, where? 

Initially, the answer in Fiume was clear: the “wheres” of the state were where they 

had always been. Ration markets continued as they had since 1914. The hospital kept 

accepting people regardless of their status. People accepted that Habsburg aid-distribution 

centers would act as their new state’s offices. Fiume—formerly just the local face of 

Habsburg-welfare—became the welfare state in toto for its residents. 

An excellent example of how this continuity in welfare distribution played out 

and deteriorated can be seen in terms of food provisioning. In November 1918, Fiume 

city officials replaced Hungarian services immediately, with little pause and few changes. 

In December 1918, new ration cards and subsidy provisions were made available to all 

who could prove legal residency, regardless of pertinency or ethnic affiliation. But just as 

quickly, the limitations of the municipal budget became apparent, and to cover costs 

Fiume administrators tried desperately to get loans, besieging the Red Cross with aid 

requests.75 As the currency crisis worsened and food costs doubled, these measures were 

not enough. Fiume state coffers were not big enough to replace those of its Hungarian-

controlled precursor.76 In November 1919, Fiume’s Rations Department informed city 

officials that “only one month of food reserves of primary necessity remain.” If nothing 
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was done, “disastrous consequences would result in the suspension of food distribution to 

the population.”77 In February 1920, the Rations Department informed the government 

that “the public must be warned … further food supplies are uncertain.”78 Within a few 

days, the police announced that all non-pertinents who had arrived after November 1918 “must leave 

the city by March 8, 1920,” depositing “their rations booklet, their March bread tickets, 

and their residency papers at the police station” before leaving.79 In one fell swoop, 

baseline survival in Fiume—the ability to get food—changed. Welfare initiatives were 

now limited to those with pertinency (or who were likely to get it); other city inhabitants 

would have to fend for themselves.  

Locals were not surprised by the 1920 order; they had expected it, which is why 

many of the 66 percent of Fiumians without pertinency had rushed to register for it when 

the Habsburg Monarchy fell. As it took up the mantle of its Habsburg predecessor, the 

city government had increasingly signaled its intent to give preference to Fiume 

pertinents in currency management, subsidies, pensions, insurance, and poor relief. Step 

by step, day by day, the government redefined the breadth and content of city services. 

Meanwhile, as we saw above, who counted as “pertinent” changed, with some removed 

from the list, many more added, and a great many left waiting to hear. 

Together, these two moving parts—a changing welfare regime and a changing roll 

call of pertinents with a claim on it— created something like a “discretionary rights” 

system: since so many people eligible for pertinency had not yet received it, the 

government decided when to require pertinency documents for welfare aid and when not 

to. So, for example, when the two retired sailors Michele Pondrini and Carlo Scotti—both 

74 years old and Fiume-born—applied for an “extraordinary subsidy,” the government 
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immediately authorized a monthly subsidy for both, even without proof of pertinency.80 

In their applications, Pondrini and Scotti had proclaimed they were proud Italians of long 

standing, which probably helped their cause.  

But nationalist loyalties were not a guarantee that Fiume officials would extend 

welfare to non-pertinents. Consider 34-year-old unemployed Emanuele Craincevich. On 

paper, Craincevich seemed like someone who would receive an unemployment subsidy 

immediately while waiting for his pertinency application to be accepted. Born and raised 

in Fiume, he was an outspoken Italian nationalist and a member of the government’s 

Italian National Council. He was married, had a young son, and was anchored in Fiume’s 

civic life. Nonetheless, Craincevich’s subsidy request was denied because he did not hold 

Fiume pertinency and he was told he would not receive a subsidy until his new 

pertinency application was approved.81 It took three more months before he got 

pertinency and unemployment subsidies. In his case, Fiume officials played by-the-

books; in Pondrini’s and Scotti’s they did not. It was all up to local administrators’ 

discretion.  

Most likely, personal or political relations influenced these decisions. But the 

logic behind such decisions matters less than the fact that the fluctuating pertinency 

regime permitted these inconsistencies and made the government less accountable. 

People of good standing with the local authorities could find leniency. People unpopular 

with government officials—for their politics, ethnicity, class standing, or other reasons—

could be made to follow procedures that could take months or years. 

Fiume’s discretionary welfare-pertinency practices undoubtedly made life in the 

post-imperial state feel more vulnerable, perhaps making locals more willing to toe the 
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line of anything government elites demanded. But it also made it almost impossible for 

welfare offices to regulate or limit services. In fact, one reason for the declaration that 

newly arrived non-pertinents should be expelled was that the Fiume post-imperial state 

had lost control of its welfare distribution. Fiume police urged government officials to 

help them weed non-pertinents out of the city’s welfare budget, stating that “many people 

are illegally receiving unemployment subsidies, [and therefore] we request your help in 

inducing the Unemployment Subsidies Office to transmit as soon as possible a list of 

everyone subsidized, indicating their pertinency, profession, and home address.”82 The 

government tried to comply, but generating accurate data proved difficult.  

The evolving pertinency list helps explain why the government had such a hard 

time providing up-to-date information. But another problem was that post-1918 Fiume 

lacked the resources of its Habsburg-Hungarian predecessor. Many staff had not been 

reinstated for nationalist reasons, and since money for salaries was scarce, not all 

vacancies were filled. The Unemployment Office shows the problems this situation 

caused. Officials there begged the Italian National Council to allow them to hire more 

qualified office staff, stating “it is neither tolerable nor admissible that a public fund, with 

a monthly transfer of 550,000 crowns, is manned by a 17-year-old teller and a young lady 

acting as ‘Controller,’ who is 18 years old!”83 Five months later, things had not improved. 

An internal investigation (apparently triggered by local gossip) revealed that the office 

had been “infested for months and months now by a well-organized band of delinquents, 

who have been cheating the State and public with impunity.”84 The lack of oversight 

meant staff could pay subsidies to ghost applicants and keep the money for themselves. 
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This corruption is further proof of how ill-equipped this provincial office was to take over 

imperial administration. 

Fiume’s postwar hospital archive shows that difficulties in taking over the 

Habsburg welfare regime were not just about the number and quality of post-imperial 

office staff. Another problem was that the entire pertinency welfare system was based on 

an empire-wide accountability network between places of residence and places of 

pertinency. Where before 1918 anyone could use the city’s state-of-the-art hospital with 

minimal cost to the city since bills for non-pertinents could be sent to the towns where 

they held pertinency, after 1918 employment hubs like Fiume had to foot the bills for 

everyone. In 1919, the Fiume hospital wrote the Italian National Council to explain how 

it had tried to bill fourteen different places of pertinency for indigent patient care and not 

one of the bills had been paid.85 A year later, hospital officials informed Fiume’s city 

government that Poland’s consul in Trieste had suggested “the possibility that at least part 

of the costs to this hospital for citizens of Poland might be covered.”86 No evidence 

suggests that this happened. Croatian officials informed Fiume they could not reimburse 

their pertinents’ hospital costs given their state’s currency and diplomatic situation.87 The 

Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes, after all, was another new state trying to figure 

out its structures and citizenship policies.88 Meanwhile, Fiume’s hospital told the city 

government that it desperately needed a drastic increase in funding because it serviced “a 

region,” not just a city, and the pertinency system no longer covered extra-municipal 

costs.89 

After 1918, there was no imperial network or coffers to protect local budgets from 

the costs of non-pertinent residents. If the relationship between pertinency and welfare 
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encouraged locals to say what officials wanted to hear, it also left the city exposed to the 

responsibilities of a defunct empire, responsibilities it could not fulfil. In this situation, 

many government officials decided that the best way to avoid a total breakdown was to 

use pertinency designations to exclude everyone they could from welfare initiatives. A 

race to salvage the budget was on, and Europe’s smallest successor state handled it as 

other states did: by trying to shrink the number of people its was responsible for. 

 

WORK: HOW PERTINENCY REFRAIMED THE “RIGHT TO WORK” IN A BOOMTOWN THAT LOST 

ITS BOOM 

Before 1918, pertinency had no significant role in limiting the right to work. In the 

private sector, jobs, business licenses, and investment opportunities were generally open 

to anyone with the legal right to be in the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. After 1918, this 

changed, and newly “liberated” successor states used pertinency rules to promote 

economic nationalism, notably state intervention over labor and capital formation. But in 

a city whose economy was based on global import-export trade with a workforce from 

everywhere, how could national and local interests cohere? 

In the economic crisis of the immediate postwar period, pertinency was used 

mostly to determine who kept jobs and who lost them. Internal and external 

communications made clear that pertinents had priority for job retention. City officials 

told factories to give preference to Fiume pertinents for “obvious reasons of social 

politics.”90 Hungarian railway workers and Croatian sailors were targeted for replacement 

by Italo-Fiumians.91 As these policies made more people in Fiume apply for pertinency, 

interested parties like the Fiume Club of Maritime Machinists encouraged city offices 
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“not to favorably receive” new pertinency requests.92 When Fiume’s police force was 

ordered to supply nationality information for its employees, the police captain reported 

that “employees in general refuse to divulge their nationality,” though pertinency and 

birthplace information could be supplied immediately.93 No one knew better than the 

police that pertinency could protect their jobs, while having the wrong nationality could 

endanger them. 

On the surface, this is precisely what we would expect of a nationalizing post-

imperial state, where the multinational Habsburg cosmos was replaced by the tactics of 

nation building. But beneath the surface, the lived reality of the pertinency regime was 

much more discretionary, especially where profits were involved. In part this was because 

of the specific local structures pertinency rights implied; in part it was because of the way 

local interests and nationalist politics conflicted in a global-capitalist port city like Fiume. 

Looking at which post-1918 entity judged a pertinency applicant’s “moral-

political good behavior” clarifies how economically motivated pertinency was. Before the 

war, local police provided information on an applicant’s “moral and political” character 

for pertinency applications. During the war, Hungarian royal police took over that role. In 

the first months after the dissolution of the Monarchy and the resulting disappearance of 

the Hungarian state police, Fiume’s Chamber of Commerce stepped in to assess 

applicants, deeming itself the only body that could “perfectly distinguish people, 

opportunities, and necessities.”94 Pertinency meant access to wages, business licenses, 

networks, and employment opportunities, and the business elite of Fiume’s Chamber of 

Commerce made sure that the economic concerns around rights prevailed. 
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New laws limiting new licenses for employment and business enterprises only to 

pertinents brought immediate pushback from large segments of Fiume’s population. 

Remember: only 34 percent of Fiumians held pertinency. When pressure on the Chamber 

of Commerce to provide license opportunities for non-pertinents proved futile, locals 

appealed to the Italian National Council to overturn decisions blocking them from work. 

Most of the successful appeals for business licenses included some variation of tavern-

owner Giovanni Kucich’s attestation: “The undersigned is Fiumian: his political-moral 

conduct is well known. What’s more I have a large family to support.”95 Grocery-store 

owner Maria Pasqualis’s appeal was more irate, indicating that she was “shocked and 

pained” to learn her business license petition had been denied, especially since she knew 

“other foreign shopkeepers, not to mention actual CROATS [sic], received this 

permission that has been denied to me, being of an old Fiumian family and purely Italian 

sentiment.”96 No political body in Fiume wanted to antagonize outspoken Italo-Fiumians, 

and both Kucich and Pasqualis were ultimately granted licenses, although neither held 

pertinency. But the petitions had to be made, because non-pertinents did not 

automatically have the right to work. 

In making their appeals, locals who did not identify as Italian emphasized their 

long-standing connections to the city. Restaurant owner Giuseppe Borsich stressed his 

“Fiumianness” by reminding the powers-that-be that he was born in Fiume, “had gone to 

the Italian schools, [and] the only time I’ve ever left the city was for my military service.” 

Pertinent in Zagreb, Borsich emphasized the absurdity of his predicament by 

underscoring that “I’ve never been there, nor do I have any interest in going there 

because for me it is a foreign city and I consider only the city of Fiume my native city.”97 
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Shoemaker Tomaso Blažic responded to the rescission of his business license by 

lamenting that the “authorities are prohibiting me from exercising my trade because I am 

of Croatian nationality. … I believe, however, that the law does not provide for such 

motivations to accord or refuse an industrial license.”98 Matteo Pečanić’s appeal went 

further. After explaining his belief that he was denied pertinency “because I’m Croat,” he 

added: “While Austria-Hungary, so reactionary and tyrannical, always provided great 

freedoms for every merchant and industrialist of the Monarchy, who would have ever 

thought that the authorities that run the city of Fiume would exceed the sad impressions 

of Austria and Hungary?”99 For Borsich, Blažic, Pečanić, and many others, Fiume’s state 

efforts to Italianize itself via pertinency laws seemed not only unjust, but unfathomable. 

How could these policies represent the interests of a diverse, capitalist-driven merchant 

town like Fiume? 

The outrage locals felt at being fired or denied licenses was fed by a sense of both 

lost rights and inconsistent policies. Not every non-pertinent was denied the right to 

work. The Czech tailor Ludwig Malik could apply, be denied, appeal, and be awarded a 

license, even without pertinency. On the face of it, Malik seemed a less desirable 

applicant than the restauranteur Borsich: Malik had not lived in Fiume his whole life (he 

arrived in 1911); he had few ties to the city; and he did not attend the local Italian 

schools. The rules were not only discretionary: they also reflected the diplomatic crisis 

over Fiume’s future. Whereas the Czech tailor was seen as an innocuous outsider, the 

Fiume-born, Zagreb-pertinent, Croatian restauraunteur was considered threatening 

because the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes was making diplomatic efforts to 

prevent Fiume from being annexed to Italy. Pertinency not only served as a blunt 
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instrument to restrict opportunities for non-nationals or non-locals: it also worked to aid 

the city in its diplomatic battles. 

Maintaining Fiume’s broader business networks was also a priority, however, and 

sometimes economic stability concerns clashed with the emerging pertinency regime. Just 

months after the dissolution of the Habsburg Monarchy, the Italian National Council 

encouraged businessmen to travel to different regions of Croatia, Bosnia, and Dalmatia to 

ensure that lines of trade stayed open.100 The city’s economic elites agreed that although 

nation was important, now “would be a good time to focus on different issues, especially 

financial ones … so that [Fiume] can be as strong in capital as possible.”101 Plans to 

rebuild a capital-rich future always focused on keeping Fiume firmly fixed in broader 

regional, if not global, networks of trade. Using economic tools to Italianize the city was 

a priority, but so was staying linked to non-Italian markets, producers, and consumers. 

Analyzing the post-imperal world shows that there was no single driving force 

behind local and state policies. Nation did not mean everything; pertinency did not 

determine everything; money did not explain everything. For example, two non-pertinent 

Jewish merchants of foodstuffs, Adolfo Goldfinger and Adolfo Waizen, applied to have 

their industrial licenses renewed. Neither held pertinency; neither identified as Italian. 

Goldfinger was rejected, because, he was told, he was a non-pertinent.102 Waizen, 

however, was approved, because he had strong business contacts in the city and had 

served “in this Chamber [of Commerce] as a delegate to the Mercantile Stock 

Exchange.”103 Widowed tobacco seller Mattea Paulovatz was a Fiume pertinent, but lost 

her business license after participating in “Yugoslav agitations.”104 Meanwhile, the city-

run gas company hired many Fiume non-pertinents, some even registered in “enemy” 
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Croatia.105 Locals felt real turbulence and vulnerability in this shifting mechanism, 

especially as the costs of exclusion were high. Nationalist administrators faced difficult 

trade-offs between trying to create “national” political unity while filling jobs and 

promoting economic internationalism. And even people we normally think of as 

benefiting from nationalism in the immediate postwar period—“majority nationals” 

linked to the business world—could also face precarity. Local and national economic 

interests around pertinency were filled with contradictions that were particularly hard for 

everyday Fiumians whose affiliations were now in disfavor. This frustration and the 

potential detriments of being denied pertinency surely cemented for many people the idea 

that pertinency went hand in hand with the right to work, which it had never done before.  

 

EXPULSIONS: HOW PERTINENCY FAILED TO MAKE A POST-IMPERIAL COMMUNITY 

NATIONAL 

Before 1918 non-pertinents lived conditionally in their places of residency. The poor, 

criminals, vagrants, socialists, anarchists, extreme nationalists, and labor organizers were 

the most likely to be forcibly escorted back to where they held pertinency. Initially this 

practice continued after 1918. In August 1919, Fiume police figures indicated that out of 

the 1,220 people “distanced” from Fiume between January and August 1919, 75 percent 

had no money or stable domicile, 18 percent lacked proper documentation, 5 percent 

were “clandestine prostitutes,” and 2 percent were considered “dangerous in terms of 

public security.”106 Not much had changed: the goal, as a January 1919 police statement 

clarified, was still to expel “unemployed non pertinents … who represent a constant 

danger to public safety and wealth.”107 
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What these reports do not show, however, is that new groups of people considered 

un-Italian were added to the “dangerous to public security” category. Like officials across 

post-Habsburg Europe, Fiume’s officials realized they could manipulate pertinency 

measures to remake their post-imperial world as they saw fit. And so, in June 1919, the 

city’s Italian National Council encouraged police to expel non-pertinent “Croatian 

lawyers” who protested against the newly required loyalty oaths to the Italian nationalist 

administration.108 A month later, Fiume police received direct orders to expel all 

Hungarians who were non-pertinents on the train arriving from Budapest.109 In early 

September 1919, police suggested the immediate “distancing” of Leopoldo Ofner —  

pertinent of Vukovar (today’s Croatia, formerly Hungarian-controlled Croatia-Slavonia) 

— because he was “a foreigner.” In his police file, under the box “political and moral 

behavior,” the investigating officer listed: “Croatian, businessman.”110 Before 1918, 

neither “Croatian” nor “businessman” would have been considered problematic “political 

and moral behavior.” If anything, they would have made Ofner a desirable addition to 

mercantile Fiume. But in the post-1918 era, financial agents from Croatia were 

considered threatening. Even if police statistics made things appear normal, much had 

changed. Poverty could always get you kicked out of Fiume, but before 1918 

“nationality” would not have served as an official criterion. After 1918, it did. 

In the first year after the dissolution of the Habsburg Monarchy, nationalist-

inspired expulsion orders were nominally under the radar. After Gabriele D’Annunzio’s 

arrival in September 1919, nationalist reasonings for pertinency expulsions took center 

stage, while socioeconomic ones were pushed under the rug. Now most expulsion papers 

looked like those served to Giovanni Kovacevich, who was removed because he was 
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“very hostile to the Fiumian cause,” “a very dangerous propagandist of the Yugoslav 

cause,” “had no stable employment,” “worked as a money-lender,” “frequented 

politically questionable company,” and “was once a teacher of Slavic languages at the 

Berlitz school.”111 To the dismay of local authorities, D’Annunzio’s forces even targeted 

rival nationalists who were Fiume pertinents: “Fiumian or not Fiumian, they [Croatian 

agitators] were enemies of the cause, they were dangerous people, and they needed to be 

distanced.”112 Conversely, D’Annunzio’s command regularly tried to override expulsion 

orders for non-pertinent Italian nationalists, at one point demanding Fiume police revoke 

expulsion orders of the port worker Giovanni Matas because his patriotic Italian 

credentials were so strong that he even named his two children “Italia” and “Romano.”113 

Fiume elites repeatedly objected to D’Annunzio’s tactics of prioritizing nationalist 

politics over the city’s pertinency regulations. They insisted that “in modern times no 

modern state exiled its own citizens.”114 Sometimes this argument worked, sometimes it 

did not; but needing to explain that pertinency should trump nationality was new. 

Croatian historiography has shed light on the forced expulsion of Croats as a 

consequence of Fiume’s and D’Annunzio’s Italian nationalizing ambitions.115 What is 

usually ignored, however, is how postwar expulsion orders retained many of their 

Habsburg-era socioeconomic impulses. In Fiume, for instance, it is clear that non-

pertinents received expulsion orders for both Italian nationalist reasons and social ones. 

In December 1919, when Fiume’s port workers demanded an increase in pay, the 

government called for the “immediate expulsion … of all those involved who were not 

pertinent.”116 After the February 1920 order mandating the expulsion of non-pertinents 

because of limited food resources, D’Annunzio’s Command reported that in the city 
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“voices spread that only those expulsions decreed against poor devils would be effected, 

while those of means and connections would succeed in remaining.”117 As everyone in 

Fiume knew, poverty, class, and connections mattered enormously—maybe even more 

than nation. And the non-pertinent poor were undoubtedly the most vulnerable. 

Another important thing to note is that orders made and orders realized were two 

very different things. The lived reality of those who actually left (and stayed away from 

Fiume) and those the state served with expulsion orders did not correspond. For example, 

the city government made clear in February 1920 that only individuals served with 

expulsion papers for non-economic reasons were allowed to appeal and thus remain while 

awaiting a response.118 Those allowed to appeal, like ex-high-school teacher Stefano 

Orbán, emphasized that they had the means to stay and would not become an economic 

burden; they would not endanger Fiume politically; and that leaving would cause them 

great hardship. Orbán noted that if expelled from Fiume he would lose everything and 

that since his city of pertinency, Arad (now in Romania; formerly Habsburg Hungary), 

was currently under Romanian control, “expulsion from Fiume would be the equivalent 

for me of being expelled from the civilized world.”119 Economic marginals, by contrast, 

could never make an appeal like Orbán’s; their expulsion orders were non-negotiable. 

Nationalist-inspired expulsion orders, on the other hand, could be, and sometimes were, 

annulled. 

 Even unappealable expulsion orders were not always final: new states like Fiume 

lacked the resources and networks to permanently remove their unwanted. The systems 

that had allowed people to be moved out no longer existed. Train and shipping lines were 

interrupted; borders had changed; and other governments were less than interested in 
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accepting people who required state protections and aid. In Fiume, this meant that a post-

1918 expulsion order might just entail an officer walking an expellee 5 or 10 minutes past 

Fiume city limits and telling them not to return. Obviously, many just walked right back 

to their Fiume homes after the officer left. 

In short, expellees were not as firmly ousted from Fiume’s body politic as the 

paper trail of legal mandates and police orders would have us believe. Fiume was still a 

city full of non-pertinents with a range of political visions, mother tongues, and class 

backgrounds. The potential for expulsion created a greater sense of vulnerability among 

non-pertinents, but with somewhat paradoxical results. Who ended up leaving or staying 

was a reflection less of state priorities than of the resources (or lack thereof) individual 

expellees had to start a life elsewhere. 

The people most likely to stay out of Fiume after being expelled were the many 

business owners and merchant families chased out by Italian nationalists after the anti-

Croat riots of the summer of 1920. Sparked by news of Italian soldiers being killed by 

Croatian locals in Split (now in Croatia, formerly Austrian Dalmatia), local Italian 

nationalists and D’Annunzio followers terrorized Fiumians of Croat, Slovene, or Serb 

heritage. Seamstress Sofija Zaklan reported that her business was ransacked and her 

space given to “Italians,” leaving her “with no further means to work.”120 When Zaklan 

and her family were expelled from Fiume in August 1920, they moved to the Croatian 

mainland. Zaklan described her experience of violence and expulsion to demand not re-

entry into Fiume’s civic life but restitution for the losses caused by the city’s brutal 

expulsion policy. The 160,000 crowns she hoped to receive would go to rebuild a new life 

in Croatia, not to begin again in a Fiume where she was clearly not wanted. 
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Zaklan’s story is similar to those of the many who were subject to the post-

imperial state’s unjust treatment. People like Yugoslav activist Viktor Eros or working-

class family man Jakov Linić moved on from Fiume to places they believed offered the 

hope of a better future.121 Many non-pertinent store owners, financial elites, and salaried 

workers decided that a life hostage to the caprices of a malevolent Italian nationalist state 

was not worth fighting for. As merchant Francesco Rolich put it when explaining why his 

brother did not resist expulsion from Fiume in July 1920, “he decided to abandon his own 

house, stores, in a word everything he owned, just so he no longer had to live in this kind 

of fear.”122 

Unemployed day workers, the homeless, and women practicing prostitution 

without the necessary paperwork, on the other hand, had nowhere to go if expelled. 

Fiume was where they had made their homes and formed their networks. Their only hope 

was to keep hanging on in the familiar urban center big enough to offer food or money to 

those living on the fringes. The prostitutes—young women from the mostly Slavic-

speaking territories surrounding Fiume whose clients were mainly the many soldiers 

stationed in Fiume—were particularly visible examples of how the most desperate among 

those expelled were the most likely to return. Fiume hospital records abound with cases 

of non-pertinent women repeatedly treated for syphilis, many of whom had been expelled 

several times.123 Investigations into illegal prostitution in Fiume note that prostitutes 

often found “a protector in the guise of some military man” in order to remain in the city 

that had just kicked them out.124 Expulsion did not remove the most desperate non-

pertinents like these women; it just made them bureaucratically invisible and more 

vulnerable to exploitation. 
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Here lies the social paradox of postwar pertinency expulsion. Fiume lost many of 

the non-pertinent non-Italians who contributed to its economic stability, but it could not 

rid itself of the poor and needy who in Habsburg times would not have been able to stay. 

The postwar expulsion of non-pertinents made the city poorer, but not—despite the 

nationalizing efforts—wholly Italian. The prewar regional metropole of multinational 

capitalism was mutated by the discretionary, exclusionary pertinency-expulsion regime 

into a hub occupied by the most desperate individuals with a variety of national 

affiliations. 

 

POSTWAR PERTINENCY: THE DANGERS OF ANCHORING CITIZENSHIP ON A SYSTEM 

DESIGNED TO MANAGE THE MOBILE POOR 

As this analysis shows, pertinency was a powerful tool for excluding people from 

citizenship in the post-imperial world. But it worked differently than we tend to think. 

Yes, by preemptively excluding “national minorities” from citizenship rolls, the postwar 

pertinency regime worked around the protections minority rights clauses would impose. 

Because these non-pertinent “national others” would not be made citizens, the League of 

Nations would have no authority. But this is not the only dynamic. Economically 

strapped governments also adapted and used the pertinency system to limit who received 

welfare or work. At the local level, postwar pertinency was also a history of state 

weakness, with provincial governments trying to cut needy people from its rolls as they 

struggled to provide services once supplied by the empire. 

In his rich analysis of post-Habsburg pertinency regimes in the lands between 

Hungary and Romania, Gábor Egry has argued that we should not accept the national 
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exclusion narrative at face value. After World War I, pertinency decisions were often the 

result of mundane pragmatism, not nationalist extremism.125 Egry also reveals that in the 

post-Habsburg transition, individuals demonstrated a surprising level of agency in 

working around and between systems, in large part because pertinency regimes were so 

convoluted that few government officials knew how to enforce the rules. Our 

investigation into Fiume supports this, but underscores how the system worked 

differently for different classes. The postwar pertinency world was most hostile to those 

the prewar pertinency regime was built to control: the mobile poor. By creating a system 

of discretionary rights based on local whims and socioeconomic goals, without the buy-in 

of all the former places of pertinency, the postwar pertinency regimes created new classes 

of impoverished and vulnerable people. Non-pertinents with means, in contrast, had other 

options even when classified as “national unwanted.” They could either opt for 

citizenship in other countries or choose emigration. Many did not want to leave, however, 

and for them the struggle against pertinency exclusion measures rendered their lives 

newly vulnerable. 

For the non-pertinents who wanted to stay, manipulation of nationalist politics 

could justify a place in the postwar pertinency regime. As the imperial system collapsed 

and national rhetoric escalated, locals understood that nationalist arguments could help 

them in a pertinency-based rights regime that was suddenly trying to deny them the 

citizen-rights they had had. Many tried to improve their chances of obtaining pertinency 

by using ethnicity and professing loyalty to new nationalizing states. In Fiume, we see 

this in pertinency petitions and appeals for welfare subsidies and business licenses, as 

well as in protests against expulsion orders. Nation became a shortcut into the new post-
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1918 pertinency world as pertinency became states’ favored means of keeping unwanted 

minorities, political opponents, and the impoverished off citizenship rolls.  

We set out to investigate what happened when a social insurance mobility system 

was rebranded as the cornerstone of stable citizenship. The results are fairly grim, 

especially since Fiume was just one among many former Habsburg employment hubs 

with a population of more than 60 percent non-pertinents. Basing citizenship rights in a 

nation-state world on a system built to protect against the costs of caring for the mobile 

poor created a situation where far more people faced potential statelessness than 

historians have acknowledged. The discretionary powers of weak successor states 

exposed many Habsburg Europeans (both majority and minority nationals) to the 

possibility—and often the reality—of losing welfare, work, and the right to remain 

because they were no longer recognized as legally belonging in the new states formed 

around their homes. This system would be perpetuated by weak states in the 1920s and 

1930s, profoundly shaping the interwar European order for the worse. 
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